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Executive Summary 

WittKieffer is proud to be supporting the Museum of the American Revolution in its search for an 

experienced executive to serve as Chief Development Officer (CDO).  

Located in the heart of Historic Philadelphia, the Museum uncovers and shares compelling stories about 

the diverse people and complex events that sparked America’s ongoing experiment in liberty, equality 

and self-government. This externally facing position will play a critical role in raising the national profile of 

the Museum as it prepares to commemorate the 250th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence in 

2026, and the Museum’s 10th anniversary in 2027. 

The chief development officer is a key leadership position, working in    close partnership with the 

President/CEO and senior leadership team, to ensure  that the Museum is philanthropically and fiscally 

successful in its current strategic plan as well as in perpetuity through a strong endowment. The CDO will 

coach, mentor and manage a team of advancement professionals (currently numbering 11) to new levels 

of success and utilize opportunities for professional development, career planning and succession 

programming with a vision toward the long-term success of the institution and its employees. 

The CDO will work in partnership with an engaged Board of Directors and loyal members and donors who 

understand the importance of a strong culture of philanthropy. The CDO will carry a targeted portfolio of 

principal gift prospects, growing the Museum’s constituent base and ensuring that the nation's most 

generous and thoughtful philanthropists are introduced to its mission, vision and impact. The CDO will 

build upon the momentum of its successful $150 million capital campaign, which exceeded its goal by 

nearly $25 million when it concluded at the end of 2017, ensuring that the programmatic, capital and 

unrestricted funding needs are well resourced now and in perpetuity for future generations of visitors.   

The CDO will be a leader with significant and sophisticated knowledge and experience managing across 

the development enterprise and prepared to work with external council through the principles, 

methodologies and foundational planning steps for future campaign efforts. 

The Museum of the American Revolution has retained WittKieffer, a national and global executive search 

firm, to assist in this search. All applications, inquiries and nominations, which will remain confidential, 

should be directed to the consultants, Melissa Fincher and Lauren Bruce-Stets, as indicated at the end of 

this document.  

To express personal interest or a confidential nomination, please see Procedure for Candidacy at the end 

of this document.
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Role of the Chief Development Officer 

The chief development officer will report directly to President/CEO Scott Stephenson and be a member of 

the senior leadership team. The CDO will be responsible for building and maintaining an effective 

fundraising operation and talented staff to meet the operational, programmatic, capital and endowment 

needs required to ensure the Museum’s long-term  growth and success. 

The CDO will work closely with the President/CEO to create a culture of philanthropy that is robust and 

ensure that advancement strategy and best practices are integrated into the Museum’s strategic thinking, 

business planning and day-to-day operations. The CDO will also work collaboratively with the Museum’s 

leadership to identify funding needs and implement strategies to develop and grow a dependable base of 

support. 

 

Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership 

The following represent some of the immediate opportunities that the new chief development officer will 

address. They are presented here in no particular order. 

Expanding the Donor Pipeline  

The Museum of American Revolution has been successful modeling its early advancement strategy with a 

membership-based fundraising relationship that enhances strategically as members & donors become 

engaged and passionate about the Museum's mission. In FY20, the Museum raised $4,133,920 from 

5,333 members & donors. The Museum had a 49% retention rate from the previous year and 

philanthropic commitments from its most generous donors at the 6-figure level remained strong despite 

the introduction of the Coronavirus pandemic slowing fundraising and membership renewal among 

cultural institutions across the globe. 

The next CDO will be charged with, and resourced to grow, the major and planned giving programs 

ensuring a stronger central core of philanthropic revenue for the institution. A recent analysis of the 

Museum's donor database (Raiser's Edge NXT) reviewed prospect capacity, readiness and inclination. 

6,186 constituents were screened through DonorSearch Rating System and the results show that 3,301 

(53%) have major gift capacity and only 233 are current portfolio assigned.  

With an analysis of the planned and major gift resources – both human and infrastructure – the next 

CDO will construct portfolio assignments and alignment to deploy a stronger prospect management, 

solicitation and stewardship approach to fully engage these qualified yet unengaged prospects. The CDO 

will also continue to invest in prospect management and predictive analytics to ensure that a 

development research strategy is in place to support the good work of this enhanced team. The 

expansion of the donor pipeline must create the bandwidth to allow the Museum to achieve its 

programmatic vision, grow the endowment and take the organization to new heights. The CDO will be 

seen as a thought leader and will inspire the entire organization to take part in the process of engaging a 

broader audience of support. 
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Grow the Advancement Team 

The CDO will join a high-performing advancement team of 11 with a vision to grow thoughtfully in the 

near-term. The CDO will mentor, coach and manage the team, ensuring foundational elements, like 

performance metrics and annual goals, are established early and reviewed often. The CDO will oversee all 

business operations that support advancement and will provide training and professional development 

opportunities for the entire staff with a commitment to skills expansion, career progression and a best 

practices advancement operation. 

The chief development officer will approach the growth of the advancement operation with sophistication. 

They must develop internal talent and career pathing while also attracting external candidacies, as 

needed. Retention and succession planning will be of great significance. The CDO will go immediately to 

work assessing current staffing and developing a strategic approach to building out capacity where the 

department is under resourced. 

 

Leadership and Major Giving Engagement 

Because of the Museum of the American Revolution's broad mission and appeal, it has secured a national 

distribution of members & donors from coast-to-coast. While the geographic distribution of these 

constituents is vast, there are identified domestic clusters of major gift prospects that were discovered 

through the DonorSearch Rating process. In addition to the metro markets surrounding the City of 

Philadelphia – stretching from New York City to Washington DC – there is also a significant pocket of 

donors in key cities in Florida and Texas as well as Chicago. These prospects should be cultivated, not 

only for philanthropic contributions, but also for deeper engagement with the Museum in a volunteer 

leadership capacity. 

The CDO will be personally responsible for the development of cultivation, stewardship and solicitation 

strategies of high-net-worth prospects donors and will enjoy the partnership of an enthusiastic CEO who 

enjoys traveling and the donor cultivation process. Additionally, as the country "reopens," the Museum is 
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developing traveling exhibitions and other outreach programs that will create new opportunities for donor 

engagement.  

The CDO will be responsible for the success of their own portfolio of donors and prospects and will 

support the major gift fundraising efforts of the President/CEO, other staff and board members. It is 

incumbent upon the CDO, therefore, to position the Museum's President/CEO and board members to use 

their limited time in the most effective and profitable way.  

Leadership Readiness for Future Fundraising Efforts 

As the United States approaches its 250th anniversary in 2026 and the Museum celebrates its 10th 

anniversary in 2027, the CDO will work with the Museum's board and leadership team to develop events, 

celebrations and fundraising efforts to commemorate this exciting milestone. To do so, the CDO will lead 

discussions with constituents internal and external to the Museum to organize and lead planning sessions 

associated   with these upcoming anniversaries. 

The chief development officer will serve as a key staff liaison to the 2026 National Leadership Planning 

 Committee, the Board Development Committee and a future Campaign Committee. Furthermore, the 

CDO will play an active role in the identification and recruitment of board members and other volunteers 

who will add value as passionate fundraisers and advocates on the local and national level. The CDO 

will prepare the Museum with a strong volunteer leadership core and board infrastructure to create an 

advancement division and volunteer leaders at the ready to celebrate and engage these remarkable 

milestones.   

 

Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities 

The chief development officer will be a strategic, hands on and effective leader. One who will take an 

innovative and creative approach to fundraising and institutional advancement. They will be a highly 

energetic professional with a proven record of accomplishment in building donor relationships and 

successfully securing gifts in the range of six-figures and higher. The successful candidate will have 

sophisticated fundraising experience with high-capacity donors and skilled in the planning and execution 

of capital campaigns. The CDO will have tangible experience in building an effective fundraising 

department, including hiring team members, managing and mentoring staff at all levels. They will coach 

the fundraising team to develop and achieve realistic but aggressive metrics and fundraising goals. 

The CDO will have a minimum of 10 years' experience in fundraising, with 5 years in a senior leadership 

position. Candidates with experience in museums, cultural institutions or related areas will have a 

significant advantage. A bachelor's degree is required; advanced degree is preferred. 
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About Museum of the American Revolution 

Overview 

Since opening to the public in April 2017, the Museum of the American Revolution has gained widespread 

public and critical acclaim for its “nuanced, warts-and-all version of the American Revolution” and has 

established itself as a destination that brings history to life in a unique and powerful way. Nearly a million 

visitors have experienced the Museum’s rich, complex, and inspiring Revolutionary story and millions 

more have engaged with this fuller, more inclusive telling through online exhibits, interactives, and other 

virtual programs. As we march toward the 250th anniversary of the nation’s birth in 2026, the Museum is 

poised to play a leadership role as a galvanizing force to help guide our country on a path toward building 

“a more perfect union.”  

The Museum, is a private, non-profit and non-partisan organization. 

Mission 

The Museum uncovers and shares compelling stories about the diverse people and complex events that 

sparked America's ongoing experiment in liberty, equality and self-government.  

Vision 

To ensure that the promise of the American Revolution endures.  

Values 

Below are the core beliefs that define the organization’s character and guide conduct, both internally and 

externally. They are critical to the organization’s success.  

INTEGRITY We commit to being truthful, ethical, accountable, and transparent in all we do. When we 

make mistakes, we will acknowledge and learn from them.  

INCLUSIVITY We promise to face hard truths, have open dialogue about the complexities of our nation’s 

history, and lift up stories that have often gone untold. We want all people to know that they belong here 

and that we are dedicated to meeting their unique needs.  

COLLABORATION We believe that we are stronger together and strive to develop meaningful 

relationships and partnerships. We will empower each other and communicate openly to build trust.  

DISCOVERY We embrace creativity, bold innovation, and a spirit of discovery. We will cultivate an 

environment that supports passion, curiosity, and risk-taking, and is nimble to adapt as the world 

changes.  

EMPATHY We believe in embracing the voices, viewpoints, and experiences of others and creating 

thoughtful, personal connections. We will foster a culture of trust, kindness, and respect.  
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STEWARDSHIP AND SUSTAINABILITY We believe that history matters; a strong sense of our place 

in time informs everything we do. We are committed to preserving both our cultural and environmental 

resources for present and future generations.  

Philanthropic Support of the Museum  

More than 5,300 individuals supported the Museum of the American Revolution as donors and/or 

members in FY20. Members enjoy free general admission for one year, invitations to special events, 

lectures and receptions, discounts on public programs and more. In addition to general membership, 

individuals and families can join the Museum Circle.  

There are a number of giving societies that celebrate the Museum's friends. They include:  

▪ The Revolution Society, a community of leadership donors who make annual gifts of $1,000 - $4,999 

to support the Museum's mission.  

▪ George Washington Council, philanthropic leaders who make gifts of $5,000-plus that sustain the 

Museum's programs and launch new initiatives.  

▪ Collections Society, established to help develop the Museum's distinguished collection that spans the 

scope of the Revolutionary era.  

▪ The Liberty Society, which includes members who create a lasting legacy by including the Museum in 

their estate plans.  

 

To learn more about giving to the Museum of the American Revolution, please see here.  

 

Learn more about the Museum at the following links: 

▪ Strategic Plan 2019 - 2026 

▪ Interpretive Plan  

▪ Annual Report 2019 – 2020  

 

 

 

https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/become-a-member/members-general-membership
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/become-a-member/members-museum-circle
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/become-a-member/revolution-society-george-washington-council
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/become-a-member/revolution-society-george-washington-council
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/donate/collections-society
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join/donate/liberty-society
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/join
https://moar-media-production.s3.amazonaws.com/be7185de-ffb5-44b8-9ecb-cfa92d2a51ff/document_060721_MoAR_Strategic_Plan.pdf
https://moar-media-production.s3.amazonaws.com/b5c0148d-e423-4cff-a922-ce871a8e8602/document_020521_MoAR_Interpretive_Plan_Shortened_spreads.pdf
https://moar-media-production.s3.amazonaws.com/f1805fce-6870-422b-a746-d222a213d204/document_042321_MoAR_Annual_Report_2019-2020.pdf
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Leadership 

Dr. R. Scott Stephenson, President and CEO 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania native Scott Stephenson holds a B.A. from Juniata 

College and an M.A. and Ph.D. in American History from the University of 

Virginia. His broad public history experience spans nearly three decades and 

has been marked by public and professional acclaim for his creative and 

innovative approaches to engaging audiences. He has developed and 

collaborated on exhibits, films, and interpretive programs for numerous 

historical sites and organizations including Colonial Williamsburg, the 

Smithsonian, the Canadian War Museum, the National Park Service, George 

Washington’s Mount Vernon, the Heinz History Center, and the Museum of 

the Cherokee Indian.  

From 2007-2018, Stephenson led the development of the Museum of the American Revolution’s award-

winning exhibitions, multimedia experiences and educational programming, as well as overseeing the 

care and expansion of its rich collection of art and artifacts, first as Director of Collections and 

Interpretation and then as Vice President of Collections, Exhibitions, and Programming. He served as a 

key member of the senior leadership team that raised $173 million to build and open the Museum, 

surpassing the original capital campaign goal of $150 million. The Museum opened in April 2017 to 

national and international acclaim, including rave reviews in the New York Times, Washington Post, 

and New York Review of Books. The core exhibition received many prestigious awards including the AAM 

2018 Excellence in Exhibition Award for Special Achievement, AASLH Award of Merit, and the PA 

Museums Institutional Award. 

In November 2018, Stephenson was named President and CEO of the Museum. 

 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia is one of the oldest municipalities in the United States and notable for its rich history, on 

display at the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall and other American Revolutionary sites.  

Philadelphia is a hub for history, the arts, sports, dining, shopping, and other educational, social, and 

cultural offerings. The city’s neighborhoods each have their own distinct character and attractions, from 

the cobblestone streets and historic sites of Old City, to the priceless art collections in the Parkway 

Museums District, to the high-energy sports complexes of South Philly. 
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Procedure for Candidacy 

All applications, nominations and inquiries are invited. Applications should include, as separate 

documents, a CV or resume and a letter of interest addressing the themes in this profile. 

WittKieffer is assisting the Museum of the American Revolution in this search. For fullest consideration, 

candidate materials should be received by September 20, 2021. 

Application materials should be submitted using WittKieffer’s candidate portal. 

Nominations and inquiries can be directed to: 

Melissa Fincher and Lauren Bruce-Stets 

MOARadvancement@wittkieffer.com   

The Museum of the American Revolution is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer. We do not 

discriminate based upon race, religion, color, national origin, gender (including pregnancy, childbirth, or 

related medical conditions), sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age, status as a 

protected veteran, status as an individual with a disability, or other applicable legally protected 

characteristics. 

https://candidateportal.wittkieffer.com/description?jobID=22632
mailto:MOARadvancement@wittkieffer.com

